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BEING RUTH ASAWA 
 

“We do not always create ‘works of art,’ but rather experiments;  
it is not our ambition to fill museums: we are gathering experience.”  

— Josef Albers 
 

“When I’m working on a problem, I never think about Beauty, I think only how to solve the problem.  
But when I have finished, if the solution is not beautiful, I know it is wrong.”  

— R. Buckminster Fuller 

 

 

I remember sitting in the back 

of my father’s horse-drawn leveler,  
dragging my big toe in the dirt path  
between fields, making looping,  
hourglass designs. This was in the 1930s,  
outside Los Angeles, California.  
 
My father leased land he couldn’t own 
because of the law against foreigners. 
My mother was a Japanese picture bride, 
betrothed on the promise of a photograph.  
I was fourth of their seven children. 
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Our father built our house of board-and-batten,  
with a paper ceiling and a tin roof. 
He knew how to use water wisely 
and grew beautiful vegetables from that earth. 
 
We toiled alongside our parents,  
planting, weeding, harvesting,   
nurturing the soil. 
But our father was cheated at market. 
We were so poor we salvaged  
nails from shipping crates. 
We trapped gophers for meat. 
 
Through persistence and perseverance, 
our father increased his leasehold 
to eighty acres. He hired laborers. 
We owned two cars and two tractors. 
He was a father to his brother’s five children 
as well as to us, after his brother died. 
 
After Pearl Harbor was bombed, 
he made a big hole in the ground 
where he buried our Kendo swords and gear. 
He burned the beautiful Japanese books 
on the tea ceremony and flower design 
and the precious dolls and badminton paddles 
my sister had brought from Japan 
just months before. 
 
One Sunday in February 1942, 
two men in dark suits surprised us  
as we worked in the fields.  
They took our father by the arm 
and marched him to the house. 
They watched him eat lunch. 
He finished his meal with a slice 
of my sister’s lemon meringue pie, 
and then they drove him away. 
 
I learned later they were FBI 
and suspected our father 
of being a traitor. 
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He disappeared from our lives. 
Four years passed before 
we saw him again. 
 
Soon, with thousands of others, 
we were assigned to a detention camp 
in Santa Anita. We lost almost everything 
we owned. We lived in the stables 
of a converted racetrack 
surrounded by barbed wire. 
Hair from the horses’ manes and tails 
stuck between cracks in the walls. 
In the summer heat, the smell  
of horses was overpowering.  
 
The excuse for separating us 
from our homes and livelihoods 
was that the U.S. was at war with Japan 
where our parents were from. 
Yet there was no similar removal  
of Italian or German Americans. 
 
In the camp, I noticed three men  
who liked to sit together high 
in the grandstand of the racetrack,  
balancing sketchpads on their knees, 
drawing pictures with pieces of charcoal.  
They didn’t seem to mind the dust  
that blew up from the track, or the sun, 
or if I sat with them. They encouraged me. 
That was how I learned I was an artist, too.  
 
They were my teachers— 
Tom Okamoto, Chris Ishii, James Tanaka— 
Disney artists who’d drawn Pinocchio, 
Fantasia, Dumbo, Donald Duck,  
and Mickey Mouse—now suspected 
of being “enemies of the people.” 
 
Yet I saw how when they worked, 
worry fled. In the midst of hardship, 
their concentration made a peaceful space  
where something unexpected  
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and beautiful might happen. 
 
Wire selected me, 
not the other way around. 
We had it on the farm, 
and even as a child  
I noticed how useful it is 
and how transparent a barrier.  
 
Wire starts out as a line,  
a boundary between two places, 
inside and outside, left and right, 
But wire can also be transformed  
into a three-dimensional object. 
 
In the summer of 1947, 
when I was an art student 
at Black Mountain College, 
I joined a public service project 
to teach art to children in Toluca, Mexico. 
In the market I noticed the wire baskets  
made by farmers to carry eggs and produce. 
They needed no tools but their own hands. 
 
They taught me how to wrap wire  
in even loops around a dowel. 
Interlocking loops formed rows 
which could be varied by size and shape 
by adding loops or subtracting them. 
It was like crocheting without a hook 
or knitting without needles. 
 
When I returned to Black Mountain, 
my first sculptures were baskets 
like the ones the Mexican farmers made. 
When I joined the beginning to the end, 
they became rounded, like fruits. 
Next they stood up and took flight.  
They asked me to consider,  
what is inside, and what is outside? 
I have spent my life finding out, 
layering form within form, 
voluptuous, swelling. 
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Was I thinking of motherhood, 
of my own children? Yes, and no.  
Making art is a different mental process. 
Any artist will understand. 
 
My great teacher, Josef Albers  
taught the use of negative space, 
beauty in repetition, and the cultivation 
of a deep awareness. 
He wasn’t interested in feelings. 
If you want to express yourself, 
do it on your own time, he said, 
not in my class. 
 
Some of the students resented this, 
but I come from a culture 
where personal feelings are hidden. 
 
Albers said, Draw what you see, 
not what you know. 
Even black will change. 
Never see anything in isolation. 
Define an object by defining 
the space around it. 
 
I understood this, too. 
As a child, I studied calligraphy 
where we learned to consider the spaces  
between the brushstrokes 
as well as the brushstrokes themselves. 
  
Albers also said, Art doesn't know  
progress or graduation. Year after year 
he taught the same courses— 
design, color, drawing and painting, 
presenting us with the same problems, 
concepts, and assignments, 
but each time was never the same. 
 
I learned that nothing is ever settled  
in life or in art. Sometimes adversity  
yields an advantage. It’s like looking  
for a light in darkness. 
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Your eyes will sometimes betray you, 
but eventually you’ll find a way out. 
Our detention in Santa Anita was temporary.  
After five months, we were sent  
to the Rohwer Relocation Center  
in the swampland of southeast Arkansas, 
where eight thousand Japanese immigrants 
and Americans of Japanese descent 
lived in communal barracks. 
 
We shared lavatories, a laundry, 
a kitchen, and dining hall. 
The soil between the barracks 
turned to black muck when it rained. 
Cypress trees grow in the bayous, 
and creeks snaked through fields 
worked by sharecroppers. 
 
The eerie beauty of that landscape, 
half earth and half water, 
has stayed with me, 
the gnarled cypress knees 
that grew straight up  
from their hidden roots  
through dark water. 
 
We searched the swamps 
for the most unusual shapes. 
Sanded and hand-polished, 
they became doorstops, 
useful and ornamental. 
 
My mother had brought seeds, 
and we planted a garden. 
We kept chickens and a pig. 
At Rohwer, we went to school. 
Every morning we pledged allegiance 
to the flag of the United States of America. 
When we came to the end, 
“with liberty and justice for all,” 
we added under our breath, 
“except for us.” 
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Living with my family on the farm, 
I had been an obedient Japanese girl. 
At Rohwer, I learned to question authority. 
Imprisoned as un-American, 
I became American. Living the way 
we did, without our father, 
our family ties loosened.  
Students at Rohwer were allowed  
to attend college, if the college  
was in the middle of the country. 
The Quakers provided assistance. 
In 1943, my sister Lois left for Iowa. 
Chiyo followed her. I was next. 
 
I picked the Milwaukee State Teachers College, 
because it was the cheapest 
in the catalog. I boarded with a family  
as a live-in maid. Three years passed— 
my father was released, the war ended,  
but I was told I couldn’t graduate.  
Because of my Japanese background, 
no one would hire me as a teacher. 
 
Before I left Rohwer for college,  
our teacher, Mrs. Beasley, told us 
not to harbor any bitterness  
from what had been done to us. 
It was wrong, but to dwell on it  
would only hurt us and hold us back.  
 
All I had strived for was destroyed 
when I wasn’t allowed to graduate. 
But what seemed the collapse  
of my hopes was the prelude  
to my transformation.  
There were two doors,  
and I opened both. They seemed 
to lead down separate paths 
but, in fact, they intersected. 
 
 
In the summer of 1945, 
my Milwaukee friends Elaine and Ray 
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wanted me to come with them  
to Black Mountain College  
in North Carolina, 
but I went to Mexico City 
with my sister Lois instead. 
I studied design with Clara Porset, 
a Cuban artist at the University of Mexico.  
Clara had also been to Black Mountain. 
The next summer, I went there, too. 
 
Some educational experiments 
are destined to flower and fade. 
Black Mountain College  
had a brief lifespan. 
I was one of the lucky ones. 
 
College life was like detention camp  
turned inside out. The college  
was also land-rich and dirt poor.  
We were encouraged to find ways 
to do what we wanted  
with the few resources we had. 
Teachers and students ate together,  
and everyone had to work.  
I gave haircuts to students and teachers, 
worked in the school laundry, 
and woke in the early morning  
to churn butter and make cheese. 
How the Europeans loved soft butter  
and buttermilk at breakfast! 
 
Many of the teachers were refugees. 
Their culture made the college what it was. 
Without the war, it would not have happened. 
For a brief time, while it existed, 
it was a haven for those who had suffered 
because of their race, religion, or skin color. 
 
My parents’ Buddhism consisted  
of rituals they never explained.  
At Black Mountain College, 
we learned the precepts of Buddhism. 
My studies gave me insight 
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into the religion of my ancestors.  
  
There was harmony and affinity 
between the principles of my college  
and the values of my heritage. 
 
Rising before dawn 
to make butter for breakfast, 
I would knock on Albers’ door 
to wake him on my way to the barn  
so he could photograph the fog 
lying low over the mountains. 
He would snap a few pictures 
and go back to sleep. 
 
 
When the cold fog  
from San Francisco Bay 
comes rolling in  
through the big windows 
of the high-ceilinged living room 
of our brown shingled house  
on Castro Street, I sometimes  
remember the early morning  
mountain fog in North Carolina.  
 
At Black Mountain College, 
I explored the land around me 
as I had not done since childhood, 
observing the trees and bushes, 
vines and wildflowers. One day,  
after I’d been there a year, 
I was walking on a forest path 
when I felt someone’s eyes on me. 
I turned and found myself 
looking directly into his gaze. 
It was Albert Lanier. 
He had been watching me 
before I noticed him. 
 
Our backgrounds and upbringing 
couldn’t have been more different, 
yet we never had any doubts  
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about our love for each other.  
We knew what we would be facing 
as an interracial couple raising a family, 
but Albert was an architect and builder  
and used to finding a way, 
and I knew how to work hard.  
We weren’t likely to give up. 
 
On a rainy summer day in 1948, 
Albert and I watched from a ridge 
with the rest of the college, 
while our teacher, Buckminster Fuller, 
connected the designated points 
of a dome he had designed 
out of strips of Venetian blinds. 
When it failed to rise, he didn’t give up.  
The next summer he returned 
with different solutions,  
and this time, the dome stayed up.  
There is no success without failure; 
you succeed when you stop failing. 
 
At Black Mountain College, 
Albert built a Minimum House 
with cheap industrial materials 
and what was at hand. He diverted  
a creek to flow around the house. 
 
The house took a year to complete. 
There was a large room for living 
and sleeping, a kitchen, a bath,  
and closets. Albert constructed a terrace  
of flat fieldstone and two walls  
of brown fieldstone striped with lichen 
that he collected in the woods.  
I advised him how to place the stones 
to make a pattern, side by side  
and up and down. 
 
When Minimum House was finished, 
Albert left to learn the building trades  
in San Francisco, where it was legal 
for us to marry. I planned to join him  
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in a year. Bucky Fuller designed  
our wedding ring as his gift to us— 
a black Lake Huron stone in a setting 
formed by three “As” for “Asawa.”  
 
I felt I needed to warn Albert 
what it meant to marry me:  
My parents dare to be tolerant 
because we have all suffered intolerance. 
I no longer want to nurse such wounds. 
I now want to wrap fingers 
cut by aluminum shavings, 
and hands scratched by wire. 
Only these things produce tolerable pains. 
 
You will have to look at me 
on the streetcar or bus when you  
hear someone shout, ‘dirty Jap.’ 
I hope we never have to experience it, 
but expect it, do not fear it. 
 
I’ve overcome most of the fear. 
This attitude has made me  
a citizen of the universe, 
by which I grow infinitely smaller 
than if I belonged to a family, 
province, or race. I can allow myself  
not to be hurt by ugly remarks,  
because I no longer identify  
as a Japanese or American. 
 
 
Our wedding took place two days  
after my arrival, on July 3, 1949,  
in a loft over the onion warehouse 
that would be our first home. 
I knew I wanted a large family.  
Josef and Anni Albers, 
who were childless by choice, 
were skeptical. Before Albert left  
Black Mountain, Albers took him aside  
and said, “Don’t ever let Ruth stop working.” 
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Albert’s work made mine possible. 
We had six children in nine years: 
Xavier, Aiko, Hudson, Adam, 
Addie, and Paul. Raising children,  
growing a garden, and making art 
were all connected for me. 
I created my sculptures 
with my children around me. 
I wanted them to understand 
that art does not have to be  
separate from the rest of life.  
It can be as ordinary  
and essential as breathing. 
 
Bucky worked by trial and error, 
Albers was interested in ideas 
that didn’t have a shape yet. 
My ideas come from nature. 
I start with general principles 
that apply to anything I do. 
Instead of forcing a design 
onto my material,  
I try to become background, 
like a supportive parent  
who enables the child to express itself. 
 
Each material has a quality of its own. 
By combining it or putting it next  
to another material, I change it 
or give it another personality,  
without destroying either one. 
When I separate them again, 
they return to what they are. 
It’s the same with people. 
You don’t change someone’s personality, 
but combined with other people, 
a person will take on different features. 
The intent is not to alter, 
but to bring out another aspect.  
 
A line can enclose space,  
while letting air remain air. 
My wire sculptures 
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are a continuous surface. 
I begin from the inside, 
and as it takes shape,  
it comes out and in again 
while remaining, essentially, itself. 
What interests me  
are the proportions. 
 
I folded origami as a child,  
but my folded sculptures  
come from my work with Albers. 
We folded paper in the European way, 
which is structural.  
We learned about the strength  
of certain angles. 
You can fold a sheet of paper  
so you can stand on it, 
as if it were made of wood. 
With paper, you can easily change  
the folded angle, but metal is rigid. 
You fold metal just once. 
 
My friends Paul and Virginia 
brought a desiccated plant 
from Death Valley for me to draw. 
The gnarled trunk branched off  
symmetrically, ending in feathery fronds. 
To understand its structure, 
I modeled it in wire, which led  
to my tied metal sculptures. 
 
I start with as many as a thousand  
strands of wire in a single bundle.  
Using a pair of pliers 
to cut and twist the wires, 
I divide the bundle into thirds. 
I continue to divide each branch 
until only two strands are left. 
I tie each joint with the same wire. 
No solder is used. 
When I create the tied center, 
I have already made a decision. 
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It interests me to work out 
variations of the same idea, 
instead of following different ideas. 
My sculptures are meant to be 
suspended from the ceiling,  
mounted on a wall, or on a base. 
Bronze wire stays green a long time. 
Brass wire turns dark. Immersing it  
in an electrically charged sulfuric bath 
leaves a greenish cast. The ends,  
dipped in resin, resemble raindrops. 
I asked the plating company 
to run the electric current backwards, 
creating a rough surface. 
 
One quiet Sunday morning, 
scavenging for materials 
on a San Francisco street, 
I found coils of enameled copper wire 
on a sidewalk outside a bar. 
They came from the insides  
of smashed-up slot machines 
that the city had recently outlawed 
and ranged in color from rust-red 
to purple and blue-back. 
 
To be alert to my surroundings 
is to be aware of opportunity. 
When I was a child on the farm, 
I shaped wire into rings and bracelets. 
At Black Mountain we were encouraged 
to use what we could find and was at hand. 
When I worked in the college laundry, 
I made drawings using the BMC stamp.  
Albers’ concept of the meander 
influenced my studies of sequences, 
patterns and contrasts, curves and reversals, 
and optical illusions that “swindle the eye.”  
 
As the last rays of sunlight  
cast shadows across my living room,  
I sit cross-legged on the floor, 
with the wire in my lap 
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and my hands on the wire, 
my children around me, 
reading or doing their homework, 
playing or practicing the piano.  
Above us, my wire sculptures tremble  
and sway, in a dance with the air. 
I feel they are protecting us, 
like household gods. 
 
I am often asked how I can bear 
the tedium of my artistic process. 
Farm work is by nature 
tedious and repetitive, 
and I grew up on a farm, 
planting a thousand seeds at a time, 
pulling hundreds of weeds, 
harvesting fruit and vegetables 
by the bushel. As I work, 
I fall into a rhythm, 
and the tedium becomes absorbing. 
 
At Rohwer, I was proud of how well  
I strung my beans on the trellis I made, 
working from the bottom to the middle  
to the top. I often construct  
my sculptures in the same way. 
 
My process is about the cultivation  
of patience and stillness,  
of learning to be nonreactive 
and sit with discomfort, 
and it has made me a better wife, 
daughter, mother, teacher, and friend. 
 
I tell women who want to make art, 
Don’t wait until it’s too late, 
and you don’t have the energy. 
You don’t need long stretches of time. 
Learn how to use your small snatches of time 
as they are given to you, and they will add up. 
 
After the war, my parents never got back  
the leases they lost. They started over  
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working for someone else in Arizona.  
They were simple people. 
They wanted me to be lucky, 
not in money or honors, but in life. 
 
When I work, I am at one 
with the spirit of my material. 
Don’t be afraid of the unknown.  
The unknown is what will free you. 
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RUTH AND IMOGEN 

 

 

RUTH: 

 
When I married Albert Lanier 
and we moved to San Francisco, 
it was as if we leapt  
into an entirely new existence 
that was nothing like our families. 
 
All my life, I’ve been blessed  
with mentors—my teachers  
in the public schools in Norwalk,  
the Disney cartoonists at Santa Anita, 
my teachers at Rohwer and in Milwaukee 
and Black Mountain College. 
 
It was the same in San Francisco. 
Just when I needed her 
and I didn’t know it,  
Imogen showed up. 
 
We met through her son, Rondal, 
a photographer hired by Albert’s firm. 
By then we’d been in San Francisco  
for over a year. Albert’s hopes of working  
for himself hadn’t panned out, and I’d given  
birth to our twins, Xavier and Aiko. 
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When Albert praised Rondal’s work, 
Rondal replied, “You must meet my mother.” 
One afternoon soon after that, the doorbell rang.  
I answered it with a baby on each arm.  
A woman with wispy white hair 
stood framed by the doorway,  
bearing a jar of Satsuma plum jam  
made from the fruit of her own tree. 
 
She wore a cotton print dress 
and a cable-knit sweater.  
Her black lace-up shoes were sprinkled  
with white construction dust  
from work in the street. 
Before she entered my house, 
she wiped her shoes with a handkerchief.  
 
That was how I met Imogen Cunningham. 
A Rolleiflex hung from a leather strap 
around her neck, its two vertical lenses 
like Cyclops’ eyes. That day 
she did not take pictures, 
but a few months later I wrote to Celia, 
my friend in Milwaukee: 
 
A photographer came to photograph 
a piece of wire sculpture 
and took pictures of the babies. 
We saw the proofs last week, 
and they are very good. 
She has a brief and biting tongue  
and all of her senses are alertly attuned 
to react instantaneously. 
 
Although I was 24 and she was 67, 
Imogen and I became instant friends. 
She championed me when art critics  
labeled me a housewife, and my sculptures  
were dismissed as crafts. 
 
She said my history drew her to me. 
One of her closest friends 
was a Japanese artist and architect 
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who’d also been interned at Santa Anita. 
She had kept his belongings safe  
for him until after the war.  
 
Imogen had three sons, including twins. 
That was another bond between us. 
For years she’d struggled to be artist,  
wife, and mother. Her husband, Roi Partridge,  
couldn’t bear her success. After they married,  
she closed her Seattle studio. 
 
In San Francisco, she made delicate close-ups 
of flora and fauna in her backyard garden. 
They were exhibited and celebrated, 
and her career was relaunched. 
While she was in New York  
on assignment for Vanity Fair,  
Roi filed for divorce in Reno.  
 
Imogen was soured on men and marriage.  
When she learned I was using  
my married name to exhibit my work,  
she was appalled. Albert agreed. 
It made no sense, he said, to have  
a French name and an Asian face. 
 
Eventually Albert won Imogen over. 
We made an agreement— 
for the next three years 
she would photograph my work. 
In return Albert would make  
renovations to her house. 
 
Imogen’s example helped me  
find my way as an artist and a mother. 
She showed me how to transform  
frugality into meaningful elegance.  
She taught me that poverty  
is a state of mind, and you are poor  
only if you dwell on it.   
Her artistic spirit pervaded 
every aspect of her existence, 
enlivening her sons’ upbringing 
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and enriching their environment. 
 
We had much in common— 
dance, children, and gardens. 
Introducing me to his mother, 
Albert had said, “She’d rather dance 
than eat.” Imogen, too, had a love 
of movement. As a photographer, 
she used light to create life. 
In some of her pictures, my sculptures  
seem to grow and I to diminish. 
They surround me, protect me, hide me. 
The light strikes them, and I am in the shadows. 
In others, I am at work, and they are in progress. 
When I touch them, they come to life. 
 
When I met Imogen, she was already old. 
I used to amuse myself by imagining 
what she was like when she was my age. 
Appearances notwithstanding, 
she was one of the most passionate  
people I’ve ever known. I look  
at her pictures of me and my work  
and my children, and I see love,  
concentration, pride, joy, astonishment,  
and sensuality. It’s as if I can see myself thinking. 
How did she do it? I don’t know. 
But I do know that she was fearless  
in the same way that I am. 
 
 

IMOGEN: 
 
To photograph some of Ruth’s sculptures, 
I used a reverse-negative process  
to create a gelatin silver print, 
in which they appear illuminated  
against a black background. 
Reversing the process again,  
I printed a positive, where the dark sculptures  
cast shadows against a light backdrop.  
 
Growing up, I had a scientific bent. 
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At the University of Washington, 
I majored in chemistry and made lantern slides 
for the botany department, assembling 
a visual catalog of its specimens 
in the days before slide projectors. 
A sheet of glass was sensitized 
with a gelatin silver emulsion. 
The plate was exposed to a negative, 
resulting in a positive transparency  
valued for its complexity and tonal range. 
I appreciated the subtlety of the process 
and continued my work in that medium 
when I went out on my own.  
 
I wrote Ruth’s recommendation 
for a Guggenheim fellowship: 
She is an unfailingly creative person 
and an indomitable worker.  
Although young, she has maturity  
and a balance that few achieve.   
The more she undertakes, 
the more she accomplishes. 
 
I was certain she’d be selected, 
but each time she applied, 
she was passed over. 
It’s true I was hardly objective. 
After twenty years of fruitless efforts, 
I confessed to the committee: 
I may be too involved in her work 
to be a cool observer, 
as I have photographed much of the sculpture,  
making it mine as well as hers. 
 
Success and failure 
are matters of perspective, 
and perspectives change. 
When I met Ruth, I recognized 
an old soul, despite her youth. 
She credited my example, 
but I think I learned more from her 
than she from me. Her energy 
and industry astonished me. 
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It came from her upbringing 
as a farmer’s daughter. 
She seemed to draw strength 
from the earth up through her body. 
She brought life into everything she touched, 
and everything she made had a wholeness 
and satisfaction to it. I worried  
that her wish to have a large family 
and be an artist wouldn’t come true, 
but she thrived in the ferment of family life,  
calming disorder and confusion, 
radiant in her sense of concentration. 
. 
In the late 1950s, Ruth and Albert bought 
a country property in Guerneville,  
near the Russian River, in Sonoma County, 
an area they’d come to know and love  
through Marguerite Wildenhain, 
a potter they’d befriended at Black Mountain, 
who’d established a ceramics studio 
at nearby Pond Farm. The Laniers’ property  
had an underground stream, a redwood grove, 
a barn with aluminum siding where they lived, 
and a shed where they kept their tools. 
Some of my happiest times were my visits 
to Guerneville. As old age advanced, 
it meant more and more to me.  
 
Their marriage was a true partnership, 
something I never had. Albert was steadfast, 
and he had a gift, like Ruth, of inspiring people 
to do what they never thought themselves capable of. 
When he was renovating their house on Castro Street, 
Albert enlisted the help of his two older sons,  
friends, schoolboys, a few union workers,  
odd jobbers, and alcoholics who stashed empties  
on the site that kept turning up for years. 
 
He used recycled and repurposed materials 
to transform the house from a two-bedroom 
cottage with a loft for a pipe organ into a home  
with light and space for a family of eight,  
where Ruth’s sculptures hung from the ceiling 
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of the loft, as in a cathedral of art  
whose tall windows looked out to the bay,  
and there was an attic bedroom for the girls 
and a dormitory for the boys, suspended 
between the workshop-studio and backyard  
garden planted with rose, iris, wisteria,  
bleeding heart, rosemary, and columbine 
in one of the sunniest spots in San Francisco. 
 
Their home encouraged a creative family life 
to which all contributed. In the summers 
Ruth and her children picked apples  
in the orchards near Guerneville  
to pay for their school clothes.  
They labored in their garden, 
growing fruits and vegetables.  
Ruth believed in drawing every day.  
“Whether or not you become an artist,  
drawing will make you better at whatever  
you choose to do,” she told her children. 
 
She and her children carved two oversized  
redwood doors for the Castro Street house  
in a wavelike pattern of moving spirals  
that morph into shapes of a human face  
to conceal the doorknobs. Ruth drew  
the meandering design in white chalk,  
and the children helped her to carve  
and burnish it. Once an area was chiseled, 
a small torch burned the rough edges smooth,  
raising the grain and softening the contours,  
and then it was cleaned with a wire brush. 
Ruth allowed five-year-old Adam, 
who was obsessed with bees, to poke  
“bee holes” into the wood. Participation  
was more important than perfection.  
 
Over the years Albert bought adjacent properties,  
removing the fences that divided their backyards,  
creating a family compound and communal garden.  
A nurturing energy seemed to radiate from their home, 
expressed not only in their bountiful harvests  
shared with grateful recipients like me,  
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but in their abiding concern for their community. 
 
As a student in the Norwalk public schools, 
Ruth took dance, music, and art classes  
taught by working artists. By the time  
her children started school in San Francisco, 
that commitment to the arts was gone. 
Ruth’s activism focused on arts education.  
She began a workshop in her children’s school 
that grew to a city-wide initiative and led 
to the founding of a public arts high school. 
 
The exuberant mermaids nursing their babies 
in her Ghirardelli Square fountain  
were scorned by the landscape architect. 
He would have preferred a phallic tower   
spraying water forty feet high. 
For once the male vision didn’t triumph.  
When she designed the fountain 
with its gentle mists and looping jets of water, 
its sinuous plants and sea creatures, 
and delicate webbed tails 
of the mermaids and merbabies, 
Ruth said she was thinking of children  
and chocolates, and of the Little Mermaid  
in Copenhagen, another city by the sea, 
and of wanting her mermaids not to be as lonely. 
 
More enigmatic was the sculpture  
we created together of a young girl 
on the cusp of adolescence 
with slim flanks and bare breasts. 
She has assumed the posture of Venus de Milo. 
Her pelvis is tilted, and her weight rests 
on her straight right leg, 
while her left knee is bent. 
 
We called her “The Hair Skirt,” 
because she is wearing a pleated miniskirt 
I made of photo-sensitized linen 
printed with multiple images  
of my “Phoenix Recumbent,” 
a reclining female nude 
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with flowing blond hair. 
Using surgical gauze and plaster,  
Ruth made a life-cast of ten-year-old Addie  
and painted her gray.  
She is not only missing arms, 
but a head as well. 
 
Without any arms, Venus de Milo 
is helpless to prevent the loose cloth 
she wears from slipping past her hips. 
In a moment it will fall,  
and her full nakedness will be revealed. 
 
Not so our girl. Her miniskirt  
is secured by an elastic waistband. 
Her hem skims the bottom of her butt. 
She is both sexy and demure, 
seductive and forceful. 
Our sculpture created a minor sensation 
when it was exhibited 
in “U.S.A. in Your Heart.” 
Mine was the only photograph 
not mounted on a wall— 
two women, one older and the other old, 
channeling youth, having a bit of fun. 
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About the writer: 

 

 

Anne Whitehouse’s most recent poetry collection is OUTSIDE 

FROM THE INSIDE (Dos Madres Press, 2020), and her most recent 
chapbook is ESCAPING LEE MILLER (Ethel Zine and Micro Press, 2021). 
She is also the author of a novel, FALL LOVE. 

 

 

 

About Ruth Asawa: 

 

 

Ruth Aiko Asawa (January 24, 1926 – August 5, 2013) was an 

important American modernist sculptor. Her work is permanently housed in 
collections at the Guggenheim Museum and the Whitney Museum of 
American Art in New York City. Several of Asawa's wire sculptures are on 
permanent display in San Francisco's de Young Museum in Golden Gate 
Park. Several of her fountains are located in public places in San Francisco. 
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The Buttonhook Press Broadside Series 
 

2020 
 

Ox-Eye Daisies 
A poem by Evgenia Jen Baranova 

 

Last of the Gallants 
A poem by Atar Hadari 

 

Later Forms/Scars on the Land (A collaboration) 
A poetry and photography collaboration by Laurinda Lind and Thelma Pott 

 

2021 
 

Buffalo 
A poem by Ruhan Jiwani 

 

Winter’s Orphan 
A poem by Dana Sonnenschein 

 

X-Ray/Chiaroscuro (A collaboration) 
A poetry and photography collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Karen Elias 

 

Cycling Around Lake Davis 
A poem by Laura Ohlman 

 

2022 
 

Fool's Gold 
A prose poem by Jason M. Thornberry 

 

Switch (A collaboration) 
A poetry and visual art collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Anna Lee Hafer 

 

High Top (A collaboration) 
A poetry and visual art collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Anna Lee Hafer 

 

Metaphysical Vault (A collaboration) 
A poetry and visual art collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Anna Lee Hafer 

 

At the American Visionary Art Museum: Black Cat (A collaboration) 
A poetry and visual art collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Margaret Munz-Losch 

 

At the American Visionary Art Museum: White Rabbit (A collaboration) 
A poetry and visual art collaboration by Marjorie Maddox and Margaret Munz-Losch 

 

2023 
 

Werewolf in Paris 
Mixed form (Image/text) by Nelson Lowhim 

 

Ohio Night 
Poetry/art collaboration by Patricia Cannon & Autumn Foote 

 

Always titles in press  
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The Buttonhook Press Pamphlet Series 

 

2020 
 

Safe Spaces: A Pretty Lie 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Against Art as a Radical Subjectivity 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Songs on the Way to God: A Theory of Poetics 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

The Artistic Power of Silence: On Letting Art Speak for Itself 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Special Edition: Experimental Discourse 
…are serious offenses, and… 

A closet drama in two acts by Anthony Hamilton 
 

How to Love a Headstone 
Poetry by Sloane Asakura 

 

The Last of the Gallants 
Poetry by Atar Hadari 

 

2021 
 

Salt 
Poetry by Amanda Leal 

 

Deer in Fog at Twilight Near Squalicum Lake Road 
Poetry by Richard Widerkehr 

 

Democracy has Lifted Up Its Voice 
Poetry by Mike Puican 

 

2YC Review: The Works 
Poetry and creative prose by members of the Two-Year College Caucus at AWP 

 

Promises 
Poetry by Ellis Elliott 

 

Home 
Poetry by Amanda Leal 

 

Study of Burkas 
A poem by Dana Sonnenschein 

 
The Open Window 

Flash vignettes by O.G. Rose 
 

Light in the Cathedral: Russian/English Poems 
Poetry in two languages by Andrey Gritsman 
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2022 
 

Poems for Families 
Poetry by Kirby Olson 

 

Mogollon Rim 
Poetry by Allisa Cherry 

 

Hanno 
Poetry by John-Michael Bloomquist 

 

Poem scrawled on a maize-sheaf for her (last offering) 
Poetry and art by Arturo Desimone 

 

The Curve of the Open Page 
A poem by Bruce Bond 

 

Murder in the House: The "Nutshells" of Frances Glessner Lee 
Poetry by Jessica Purdy 

 

War and Riff 
Haibun by Keith Polette 

 

Family Photo of America 
Poetry by Lynn Potts 

 

Chester River Reverie 
Poetry by Priscilla Long 

 

Salton Sea 
A short story by Mike Murray 

 

High Fashion 
A poetry & photography collaboration  

by Adjei Agyei-Baah and Jerome Berglund 
 

A Balloon Called Young America 
Poetry by Jennifer Clark 

 
Perseus with the Head of Medusa 

Editorial by Contributing Editor Mick McGrath 
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Something Else About Mary (Exclusive subscriber content) 
(from WIP NOT FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL) 

Flash Fiction by Kent Dixon 
 

Flash Fiction: A Primer 
A writer’s resource by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 

 

Poetry: Three Essays on Craft 
by O:JA&L Featured Writers 

 

Ray-the Roo 
Experimental Discourse by Associate Editor WJP Newnham 

 

Horse: 4 Frames 
Haibun by Associate Editor Jeff Streeby 

 

2021 
 

Just Willie Please: Eight Flash Fiction Tales 
A flash fiction sequence by Don Robishaw 

 

The Imp of the Perverse: Edgar Allan Poe’s Misplaces Youth 
An essay from a longer academic WIP by Anne Whitehouse 

 

The First Annual O:JA&L Prize for Flash Discourse 
Selected and with an Introduction  
by Associate Editor PamelynCasto 

The 10 Best Flash Narratives 2017-2021 
 

Here Comes Herodotus, Again! 
Flash Discourse by Wayne Cresser 

 

2022 
 

Funny You Should Ask 
Prose Poetry by Brad Rose 

 

Hunger Pains 
Flash Discourse by Mark Blickley 

 

Comedy Hour 
Poetry by Bruce Robinson 

 

Delta Notes 
Haiku by Jianqing Zheng 

 

Scaring Crow 
Haiku by Adjei Agyei-Baah 

 

Dust and Rust 
Haibun by Taofeek Ayeyemi 
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A Sweater for the Tayfel 
Irish/English Haiku by Gabriel Rosenstock 
celebrating the art of Issachar Ber Ryback 

 

Zen and the Art of House Painting 
New and selected flash fiction by Wayne Scheer 

 

The Selborne Haibun 
Irish/English Haibun by Gabriel Rosenstock 

with selections from Gilbert White's  
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SELBORNE 

 

2023 
 

School Songs 
Haiku and Senryu by Hassane Zemmouri 

 

The Buttonhook Press Masters Series:  
Brian Clements on Prose Poetry 

With an Interview of the Master by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 
 

The Buttonhook Press Masters Series 
Mark Budman on Flash Fiction 

With an Interview of the Master by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 
 

The Buttonhook Press Masters Series 
Ray Gonzalez (forthcoming)  

With an Interview of the Master by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 
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O:JA&L’s Youtube 
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Buttonhook Press titles on Amazon 

available now 
 
 

 
 
Pamelyn Casto 
Flash Fiction:  
Alive in the Flicker A Portable Workshop 
 
 
 
 
James Weitz 
The Pandemic Letters:  
Interviews with Travelers  
Trapped Abroad During COVID 
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